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.Here is the most magnificent of all photographs, Emma Dawson marrying Charles Darwin
(12-Apr-1839) at St Martin-in-the-Fields in Westminster, London. Emma was almost certainly at least
the close friend, if not family friend, of Darwinís sister Elizabeth (1813-1850), so Emma clearly must
have known Charles well enough to go into St Martinís and he married her! These are the two first
Georgians who are commemorated on the British coinage. The wedding photo is in the National

Portrait Gallery in London, but it was taken and paid for by the photographer, Samuel L. Mitcham and
not by Charles Darwin. The photograph is the one which many people think is the most famous:

Charles Darwin in the garden of Down House, two miles from Downe, Kent, the house where he was
born, and the man who wrote Darwinís Origin of Species.Q: How do I get rid of the page spacing
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Back Back to Back may refer to:
"Back to Back" (Christine and the
Queens song), a song by French
singer Christine and the Queens
from her 2017 album Dirty Gold

"Back to Back" (Dan + Shay song),
a song by American country music
duo Dan + Shay from their 2016
album, Seventeen "Back to Back"
(Ramses Shaffy song), a song by
Egyptian rapper/singer Ramses

Shaffy "Back to Back" (R5 song), a
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song by Australian rock band R5
Back to Back (film), a 1966

Japanese film The Back to Back
Brothers, a fictional comedy duo

who appear in The New York Times
comic strip Doonesbury The
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